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ONCE UPON A TIME….







THE CHALLENGES OF LEGACY TITLES
➤ The developers who first started these titles never could have 

envisioned the game it has become; 

➤ “//DON’T TOUCH THIS” or “//HERE BE DRAGONS”  

➤ The amount of data processed over the lifecycle of the game 
only gets larger; and 

➤ Major OS & feature overhauls affect older games more than 
newer titles as they need to maintain compatibility with a 
much larger range of devices and operating systems. 

What can we learn from these? 

➤ The design and feature set will change; 

➤ It takes time to maintain a custom engine = range of 
supported devices x operating systems x versions x lifetime of 
game; 

➤ You will be pushing new content; 

➤ The amount of data or content processed will far exceed plan 
esp. content heavy games; and 

➤ Bugs



ENGINEERING  
FOR CHANGE…



WHEN DEVELOPING ASK….

➤ How likely is this to change? 

➤ How will it handle change? 

➤ How will it scale? 

➤ How will it handle future development? 

➤ Can it be configurable?



FOR THE LOVE OF ROADS…
➤ Feature seen as immutable; 

➤ Hard coded strings for identifiers; 

➤ Assumed throughout code that there would 
only ever be one road type; and

➤ A map for each type (Road and River): More 
types more maps and exponentially more data.



CREATING A SOLID FOUNDATION

Identify Game Agnostic Systems: 

➤ Initialisation, Telemetry, A-B Testing, 
game states, data binding, asset loading, 
game data and asset versioning, server 
communication, Input controller, DLC 
System, UI management etc. 

➤ The engineering tool box. 

➤ Game Agnostic Tools - Data editing 
and validation.



DATA SYSTEMS



REMEMBER

➤ How likely is this to change? 

➤ How will it handle change? 

➤ How will it scale? 

➤ How will it handle future development? 

➤ Can it be configurable?



“
“Always code as if the person who ends up 
maintaining your code will be a violent 
psychopath who knows where you live.” 
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